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--------------------------------------------------------------------------Two guys. Four hearts. One
major freakin problem.--------------------------------------------------------------------------You cant
stop loving someone. You just cant. No matter how hard you try, who you meet, how many
new lovers you get.You just cant.You move on. You forget. But you never stop loving
him.Ever.--------------------------------------------------------------------------On returning to New
York from their eight month road-trip (which features a motorcycle gang that changes all their
lives...), Cats best friend Nicole takes up an acting class at the New York Film Academy.It is
through Nicole that Cat meets Tiago Espada, up-and-coming Documentary Filmmaker, ladies
man galore--Brazilian, dark, tall. And confident. So confident. So utterly in-your-face,
no-holds-barred deadly confident.Tiago has never had a woman turn him down. And he soon
finds his way into Cats aching heart. And elsewhere...But can a man like Tiago ever be tamed?
And can he be tamed by someone as timid as Cat Ramsey?Cat still loves Johnny. Shell always
love him. But hes involved. They try and rekindle their deep friendship, but every time they
talk, sparks fly. Dangerous sparks. And fires get lighted. Nicole has to put out the fires. Only
problem is, when you play with fire...And then theres Alice, mother of Cat. And now legal
guardian of Nicole Fermann. Remember the bikers we mentioned? Well, so does she...** Not
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Finally i give this Losing Johnny - A New-Adult Novel file. so much thank you to Brayden
Yenter that give me thisthe file download of Losing Johnny - A New-Adult Novel for free. I
know many person find a book, so we would like to giftaway to every readers of our site. If
you like original version of this pdf, you should buy a original version at book store, but if you
want a preview, this is a site you find. Happy download Losing Johnny - A New-Adult Novel
for free!
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